
A VIEW FROM THE TOWER
In my July column I con-

tended that, by and large,
the Construction Bar limits
its purchase and perusal of
reading material to material
which is practical. To a
practitioner, practical mate-
rials are designed to solve
immediate client problems,
such as how to draft, review
or negotiate a proposed con-
tract, how to present or
challenge a claim, or how to Justin Sweet
handle an existing dispute.
Practical material, for the most part, focuses almost exclu-
sively upon accepted sources of law such as cases, statutes
and regulations or standard contracts solutions in drafting.
Analysis is narrowly goal-directed, not broad-ranged or
speculative. Often data presented cannot entirely be trusted
because the author acts as an advocate.

In that earlier column I called nonpractical material
"intellectual." Here I propose to substitute "scholarly" for
"intellectual." Such writing may use an historical, compara-
tive, empirical or analytical approach or, increasingly these
days, one which seeks to determine whether a particular
result is economically efficient. Scholarly writing assures
the reader that all relevant sources have been considered,
that the outcome was not predetermined by the writer's bias
or intended to advance the interest of the writer's clients. It
should be an advance on the existing literature, discovering
new sources, employing more acute analysis or providing a
new way of looking at existing sources.

In my earlier column, I stated that such scholarly writing
that does exist is rarely brought to the attention of the Bar.
(Also, some is tediously written.)

We are all familiar with purely legal writing-material
written by American authors designed to be read by Ameri-
can lawyers. We are often unaware of literature written by
engineers and experts in management and insurance. Mate-
rial by the latter group of writers often stresses planning
and is published in journals or by entities (the Construction
Industry Institute) that do not direct their work to the Bar. I
shall call such writing nonlawyer-directed literature.

To illustrate such literature, in my books I have cited the
Harvard Business Review, Construction Management and
Economics and Construction Engineering and
Management. I also cited government agency research
studies, such as those made by the Naval Engineering Com-
mand and Office of the Inspector-General, EPA. I cited
engineering company house organs, such as KC News and
Focus. Finally, I cited publications by insurance counsel-
lors, such as Pro-Net Practice Notes and Professional Lia-
bility Perspectives. All dealt with construction law topics.

Some, such as the insurance newsletters, are instruments

of advocacy, but most were more investigative and scholar-
ly than most legal writing. (More of such writing can be
found in England.) In addition, I cited two legal journals
published in London, the International Construction Law
Review and the Construction Law Journal. They deal with
construction law, yet rarely do they cross the desk of a
member of the Construction Bar.

Also, the Construction Industry Institute, operating out
of the University of Texas at Austin, supported by govern-
ment agencies, institutional owners and large engineering
companies and constructors, recently published material on
preproject planning and ADR.

Another useful differentiation can be made between law
reviews and practitioner-journals. Law review articles are
not necessarily scholarly as I have defined that term. There
are many law schools and law reviews. The constant need
to fill up issues does not give us confidence that all articles
will be scholarly. But, on the whole, law reviews are more
likely to be scholarly than material published by practition-
er-directed journals.

We must bring such scholarship that does exist to the
attention of the Construction Bar. Literature should be fil-
tered to include the highest quality and that of greatest
value to the Construction Bar, as do our sister publications,
the Public Contract Law Journal and the Business Lawyer.
We must include the nonlawyer-directed literature, again
filtered to include the best. Finally, The Construction
Lawyer must search for and publish more scholarly materi-
al and review more scholarly books.

The more difficult task is to generate more scholarship.
Scholarly writing is written by academics and that small
but hardy band of practicing lawyers with a creative urge so
powerful that they are willing to sacrifice practice, leisure,
or family time. The practitioner scholar is beyond my or
anyone's power to stimulate. So let me touch briefly on
academic scholarship.

We must make an effort to give construction law true
academic status. It would take another column to explore
the reasons why it currently does not have that status. I sug-
gest that leaders of the Construction Bar contact law school
deans and present briefs for bringing construction law into
the regular curriculum. The subject should not be limited to
late afternoon seminars taught by practitioners (now there
are over 20). Instead, such courses should be taught by full-
time academics or highly dedicated practitioners. Briefs
should include data such as student interest, the volume of
construction legal problems in practice, any codification
projects in motion, the value of an industry approach to
law, and names of academics or outstanding practitioners
willing to teach.

We must disseminate what is out there and generate
more if we are going to deepen and broaden the education
and talent of the Construction Bar.
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